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Firstly I would just like to say what an honour it is to take on the
mantle of committee chair for WHAM. In the 10years since its
inception the club has gone from strength to strength and I can only
hope that I may assist the committee, and the club,  in continuing
this good work to ensure that more motorcyclists become more
skilled, and less of a statistic, than they may have done.

I, of course, thank Paul Whitcombe for his work over the last 3 years and look forward
to continuing to work with him on the committee in his new role as Chief Observer –
Worcester.

With the weather now starting to improve slightly (ignoring Doris & Ewan) we start to
think about the forthcoming motorcycling year. For me this starts the Observer practice
sessions in March and the Observer training day in early April. This event, organised by
our Chief Observers, ensures that all of the WHAM Observers deliver the same high
standard of training and that this is consistent for all associates.

In addition to training there is also a very busy social calendar with a couple more
Natter Nights before the Evening Ride season starts, Day rides to rural Wales and
beyond, the annual slow riding day at Throckmorton and a couple of weekend trips to
Somerset and Normandy.

March 12 & 26 - Observer rides
April 9th - Observer Training Day
May 21st - Slow Riding Day
July 7-10th - Exmoor weekend
August 19-25 - Classic TT
Sept 21-24th Normandy weekend

All in all a busy season to look forward to.

All the best,
Stuart
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The Build - Part 2
By Roger Brooks

So at the end of the last months article a
large chunk of the frame had been cut of,
and a ‘loop’ welded into place, here is a
photo of the cut. Care was taken not to
weaken the frame in any way as that could
be embarrassing.

During this part of the build I was ordering
parts from all over the world, the internet is
a truly wonderful tool and if you are patient
some real bargains can be found. As I
have written last month the forks and yolks
were sourced locally, but the list of parts
still needed was quiet long. With google as
my new best friend , I found a bike
breakers in the Netherlands who could
supply a front wheel, spindle and both front
callipers, and with a delivery charge to the
the UK for only €22. Two front discs were found in the USA and duly ordered. The rear tail/brake
light is literally a strip of LEDs used so that the back of the bike could be kept as clean as
possible. The indicators that I liked came from China, that is OK if you can take the three to four
week delivery time. Sadly not all purchases are great, I had found a front mudguard on ebay, that
in the photo’s looked good, however once it arrived the paint work looked like it was done with an
aerosol, and not very well at that. I now have my eye on a carbon fibre mudguard, so watch this
space.

In the meantime the bike was stripped down further and further, from complete bike to bare frame
took just under eight hours.

The next phase was to get the frame
stripped of the old paint and powder
coated, I was planning to shot blast it at
my work place, but when phoning around
companies that specialise in powder
coating I came across a local company
based in Canon Pyon, whose owner
explained to me that in his experience,
shot blasting a frame was not a good
practice as this could lead to stress
cracking on the welds. The best way to
strip the old paint of the frame was to
chemically dip it, oh! I thought this sounds
expensive ….
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So my next question to him was how
much to chemically strip the frame and
then powder coat in gloss black? His
answer was £30. I did ask him a few
times as I was expecting much more for
such a job, but it was only £30 so I did
take a large box of beers with when
I went to pick up the frame.  And as you
can see he did a absolutely brilliant job,
even masking up the bearing surfaces.
The next phase was to start putting it all
back together again, as the engine is so
heavy and as I have no lifting
equipment, I took the option of rather
than putting the engine into the frame, I
put the frame onto the engine.

After carefully protecting the frame with cardboard, the engine was laid on its side on the ground
and braced with wooden blocks, my son Duncan and myself gently dropped the frame into place.

 While the bike was still on its
side, the forks, swing arm and
one rear shock were loosely
bolted into place. Next were
both wheels and the side
stand.
A lot of time had been spent
rubbing down the engine in
preparation for spray painting,
I chose graphite grey for the
colour, the tappet, clutch and
alternator covers were lightly
sand blasted then polished
with steel wool, as I wanted a
satin finish. The wheels were
also rubbed down and sprayed
the same graphite grey to
match the engine. The swing
arm was changed from the
standard silver to satin black.

Once all the necessary pieces were in place, the CB was lifted onto its wheels, thanks to Den’s
slow riding day, where he has shown us how to right a bike.

From this point it was just a matter of re-building the bike, in the reverse order of the strip down.
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The only big job left was to sort the exhaust
system out, my idea of having twin pipes
needed some thinking, as the bike had come
out with a 4 into 2 into 1 through a collector box
then exiting on the right hand side. Searching
the internet left a blank as there are no 4 into 2
systems for this bike available, even 4 into 1
aftermarket systems are hard to come by,
rumour has it that there is a company based in
Australia that do make 4 into 1 systems, but that
doesn’t help me. So I took the only option
available, out came my angle grinder and
welder, a few days later a 4 into 2 system was
knocked up. The end cans came from a UK
company called Blackwidow, they even give a 2
year warranty.

The only problem with a project like this is
it will NEVER be finished, I have already
junked the twin analogue clocks for a very
neat and tidy digital unit made by Koso,
with features like water temp, oil temp, 3
stage shift lights and much more that I
haven’t even figured out yet!

Next on the ‘to-do’ list is swapping out the
brake and clutch master cylinders, as I
want ones with remote reservoirs, I’ve
sourced a brake master cylinder but still
have to get hold of the clutch side.

Once that’s done, well who
knows?..............spoke wheel’s might
look nice! Or some Ohlins

Rog.
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Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

By Derek McMullan

Well trained reflexes are quicker than luck!

So what’s all this about?  Overtaking.

When we’re learning how to ride (which never stops does it?) it is always overtaking which
presents the biggest challenge.  We are too late, too aggressive, too slow, too passive; in the
wrong place; the list goes on.  The Holy Grail we all seek is being able to exercise sound
judgement in a seemingly snap decision to make a smooth, swift and safe overtake.
As the title says well trained reflexes help.  Our practise on the bike hones our skills.  Like all
practical skills our riding skill fits into the “use it, or lose it” category.  If I’m off the bike for a few
weeks I’m not as sharp as I’d like to think I may be and so some added caution is appropriate.

As advanced motorcyclists we have another powerful weapon in the armoury: our riding plan
developed from the System.  Let’s have a look at the practical application of the System to an
overtaking opportunity on the road:
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early
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Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

Above you’ll see the modern interpretation of the “suicide lane”.  It’s no longer marked with three
lanes but with hatching (according to the Highway Code “to separate traffic lanes or protect traffic
turning right”).  We know that, like the RS4, in the picture we can use that area if we can see it is
safe.  So here we are, on the Evesham by-pass, national speed limit, dry road surface, good
visibility.  Let’s form a plan.
What can we see?

·   Lumbering truck in front, loaded with pallets –let’s say it’s slow!  Vauxhall Agila behind the
truck, brake lights on. Some other cars in the middle distance, well spaced out.

·   Oncoming traffic also headed by a heavy truck – also slow – and some other car and truck
traffic tucked in behind it.

·   RS4 clearly going for the overtake, but brake lights on.

·   Remains of a layby we’re passing and a property entrance on the nearside.

What can’t we see?
·   What’s immediately in front of the pallettruck?  That’s the space the RS4 will want to occu

py; and us too should we decide to go.

·   Whether the pallettruck’s brake lights are on.

·   What might be lurking behind the oncoming truck?

·   (Given we’re looking at just this photo) the traffic situation behind our position.

What might reasonably happen now?
·   The RS4 could make an overtake or it might abandon it and pull in – in front or behind the

Agila.

·   Whatever may be lurking behind the oncoming truck could decide it will make an overtake
too.

·   The Agila may also have ideas about an overtake – if that damned RS4 gets out of the
way!

·   There may be more fast traffic following the RS4.  For every fast car out on the road there
is a Corsa with a big-bore exhaust which is faster!

So to the Plan:
You’ve guessed it, we cannot consider making an overtake now!  There are too many factors
presenting a definite or potential hazard.  Principal amongst them is that RS4, we must provide
sufficient space so that if it pulls in we are not prejudiced by last-minute, or even panic,
braking.
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Roadcrafty
Stayin alive!

If the RS4 does make the overtake that could provide some useful information: it has a much
better vantage point to see what may be in front of the pallet truck.  We can’t see the truck’s
brake lights; if they’re on its slowing down.  Usually self-preservation constrains drivers from
charging to a willing death!  So, subject to Astra-man or any other ballistic following traffic and
the RS4 clearing, we could go out for a look – maybe.
If the RS4 has completed the overtake time has passed and the converging streams are now
closer.  O.K. we’re on a bike and that’s fast too but what about that oncoming traffic stream?
There is still the possibility that a frustrated car could pop out for an overtake – we would not
want to be there.

The benefit of our overtaking process (for a reminder see the Overtaking section of your
Advanced Rider Course Handbook) is that we ensure the best possible view at the time we may
make the decision to overtake.  We also retain the option to abandon right up until the last
moment when we’re sure it is safe to go.

Don’t allow yourself to “follow through” on someone else’s overtake decision – it might be safe for
them but not for you.  When you do decide to make an overtake, get on with it!  Don’t spend any
more time on the “wrong side” of the road than you must.

Always make sure you take your own decisions on overtakes; a good maxim is:

Meticulous in planning; ruthless in execution.

Thanks to Ken Shaw for taking this and many other traffic situation photos.

From the web
A lesson in how NOT to overtake

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0uOdxh0pGtA
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For Sale
2016 Triumph Tiger XR

 £7750 ono
- Only 319 - yes 319 miles on the clock.
- It has been stored in my workshop.
- Has a larger Triumph Screen
- Tank Bag (still in the box)
- Plus another year on the transferable factory warranty.

Reason for sale? Both kids getting married this year!!!

For further details contact Tony Reusser 07732782097.
Any questions, don't hesitate to get in touch.
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            Chief Observers- Words Of Wisdom

What are the rules about
skid resistance?

Are you Interested in being a WHAM
observer in 2018  ?

Want to know what the criteria for becoming a WHAM Observer?

Want to know more about the process for the National Observer assessment?

Want to know anything about observing with WHAM?

The WHAM Training Team will be giving a presentation on Wednesday 8th March starting at
19:30 hrs at the Falcon in Bromyard.

You are most welcome to come along, even if you have not interested in becoming an Observer
but would just like more back ground information on the club.

Del Britton - CO Hfd
Paul Whitcombe - CO Worc


